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Abstract: Seismic method is one of most geophysics method to image the Earth’s structure. 

Seismic data are included by primary reflected signals, multiple reflected signals, refracted 

signals, and surface-wave signals. In land seismic reflected exploration, the signals of the 

reflected data are reflected signals only and surface-waves due to noise of the data. The 

amplitudes of surface-wave noise are stronger than reflected signals therefore surface-wave 

signals are a major problem of land seismic reflected processing. These surface-waves show 

by linear events in a space-time data and can be scattered by near-surface heterogeneities. 

The scattered surface-waves show by milder gradient linear events when compare with 

general linear events. Both linear surface waves become fuzzily and showed by nonlinear 

events if the data are included by the effects from near-surface complex structure and static 

effect. The conventional surface-wave reduction methods (frequency-wavenumber filtering, 

seismic interferometry, radial trace transformation, and local radial trace median filtering) are 

applied to reduce surface-wave noise in the cases of linear and nonlinear events but Every 

conventional methods are not completely to reduction. The hybrid method that is a 

combination of the conventional methods is desired to improve the effectiveness of surface-

wave reduction. The comparison of hybrid results and conventional results show the hybrid is 

more effectiveness of surface-wave reduction than any conventional methods. 

.  

Introduction: Geophysics is a method for studying and imaging the physical property of the 

Earth (e.g. density, velocity, reflectivity, conductivity, resistivity, and malleability). It is a 

combination between geology and physics. Geophysics exploration for oil and gas start in 

1924 and their techniques have been improved in performance and economy. Seismic 

techniques are mostly use in oil exploration. It uses a propagation phenomenon of seismic 

waves in investigated medium to image the velocity, density, or reflectivity structure. In 

active seismic technique, the artificial impulse is generated and disperses into the Earth’s 

medium. The propagation phenomenon of the seismic waves is recorded by receivers. Next, 

the recorded information are processed and interpreted to image the Earth’s structure. 

 

Seismic waves can be separated into two types: body-wave and surface-wave. Body-waves 

propagate on all direction in the Earth’s medium but surface-waves propagate near the free 

surface. Body-waves can be reflected and refracted at the boundary between sub-surface 

layers. In 2D land seismic survey, surface-waves, refracted-waves, and reflected waves are 

recorded by array of receivers. In figure 1, their data is a space-time data and show the events 

of surface-wave (yellow dipping linear events), refracted events (red mildly dipping events), 

and reflected event (green hyperbola event). 

 

In this research, only reflected events are used to image the structure. Therefore surface-wave 

and refracted wave signals due to noise of the field data. Surface-wave noises amplitudes are 

stronger than reflection so, they are a main problem in seismic processing.  
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In this research, we want to reduce surface-wave noise from the field data by some 

conventional surface-wave filtering methods (frequency-wavenumber filtering (f-k filtering), 

radial trace filtering, local radial trace median filtering (LRMF), and seismic interferometry) 

are applied to compare the effectiveness of surface-wave reduction of any methods. They are 

applied to both synthetic and field data. Next, hybrid method is a combination of any 

conventional method and it is developed to improve the effectiveness of surface-wave 

reduction. 

 

Review of Surface-Wave Reduction Methods: In general, surface-waves can be reduced by 

many reduction methods. In this research, frequency-wavenumber filtering, radial trace 

filtering, local radial trace median filtering, and seismic interferometry are applied to reduce 

surface-wave and used to find compare the disadvantage, advantage, and effectiveness of 

surface-wave reduction.  

 

Frequency-wavenumber filtering (Yilmaz et al. 2001) is a mostly used to reduce surface-

wave noise. It can apply by three steps. First step, the field data in space-time domain are 

transformed to frequency-wavenumber data (f-k domain) by 2D Fourier transformation. In f-

k domain, surface-wave signals isolate from other signals. Therefore, we can remove surface-

wave signals in second step. Last, the surface-wave removal result in f-k domain is 

transformed back to space-time data by 2D inverse Fourier transform. 

 

Radial trace filtering (Henley et al., 2003) is second method in this research. It can apply by 

three steps. First, field data in space-time domain are transformed to redial data (velocity-

traveltime domain). In radial domain, surface-wave noises appear on low-velocity traces only 

and show by linear events along the radial trace therefore the frequency of surface-wave 

noise on time direction is lower than other signals. We can reduce surface-wave noise in 

radial domain by applying of low-cut frequency on time direction. Finally, radial domain data 

are transformed back to space-time data. 

 

Local radial trace median filtering (LRMF) (Zhu et al., 2004) is an application of radial trace 

filtering.  We apply LRMF in four steps. First, we adjust a referent surface-wave event and 

use the reference to find a zero offset point (virtual source point of a referent event). Second, 

we vary redial traces around a zero-offset point. The gradient of any radial trace correspond 

with a velocity of linear event in space-time data. Next step is linear events prediction. The 

prediction at predicted point on any radial trace is a median value of a set of sampling points. 

The sampling points are neighborhood of a predicted point a same radial trace and a predicted 

point is one of the sampling point set that are a canter value in the set. After that, we move a 

predicted point to calculate linear prediction at another point. When the linear predictions of 

every point of all radial trace are completely, it shows linear prediction of surface-wave 

events in the seismic data. Finally, surface-wave noises that correspond with linear events of 

the prediction are subtracted from the seismic data by adaptive subtraction. 

 

Seismic interferometry (Haliday et al., 2010) is one of surface-wave prediction. From figure 

2, When surface-wave propagate form a source 𝑋 to a receiver 𝐴 and 𝐵, both the receivers 

record the surface-wave signals in time domain; 𝑑(𝐵|𝑋) and 𝑑(𝐴|𝑋). Both the time domain 

signals can be transformed to frequency domain signals; 𝐷(𝐵|𝑋) and 𝐷(𝐴|𝑋) by Fourier 

transformation. With high frequency approximation and signal amplitude is negligible, both 

frequency domain signals can be present by exponential function; 𝑒𝑖𝜔𝜏𝑋𝐵  and 𝑒𝑖𝜔𝜏𝑋𝐴  where 𝜔 

denotes an angular frequency of surface-wave signal, 𝜏𝑋𝐵 denotes traveltime of surface-wave 
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from 𝑋 to 𝐵, and 𝜏𝑋𝐴 denotes traveltime of surface-wave from 𝑋 to 𝐴. The cross-correlation 

between two time domain data equivalent with the multiplication of frequency domain data  

𝑑(𝐵|𝑋) ⊗ 𝑑(𝐴|𝑋) ↔ 𝐷(𝐵|𝑋)∗𝐷(𝐴|𝑋) 

where 𝐷(𝐵|𝑋)∗ is complex conjugate of 𝐷(𝐵|𝑋). In frequency domain, the frequency 

domain data are replaced by the exponential function, a phase of  𝐷(𝐵|𝑋) is removes after 

the multiplication 

𝐷(𝐵|𝑋)∗𝐷(𝐴|𝑋) = 𝑒−𝑖𝜔𝜏𝑋𝐵𝑒𝑖𝜔𝜏𝑋𝐴 = 𝑒𝑖𝜔(𝜏𝑋𝐴−𝜏𝑋𝐵) = 𝑒𝑖𝜔𝜏𝐵𝐴 = 𝐷(𝐴|𝐵) 

where 𝜏𝐵𝐴 is a treveltime from 𝐵 to 𝐴 and 𝐷(𝐴|𝑋) is the frequency domain signal that 

propagate from 𝐵 to 𝐴. Therefore, the results of multiplication 𝑒𝑖𝜔𝜏𝐵𝐴 equivalent with the 

surface-wave prediction signal in frequency domain 𝐷(𝐴|𝐵). Because the multiplication 

between complex conjugate of frequency signal and frequency signal equivalent with the 

cross-correlation between two time domain signals. Thus, predicted surface-wave signals in 

time domain can be calculated by the cross-correlation between two time domain data 

𝑑(𝐴|𝐵) = 𝑑(𝐵|𝑋) ⊗ 𝑑(𝐴|𝑋) 

where 𝑑(𝐴|𝐵) is surface-wave prediction signal in time domain that travel form 𝐵 to 𝐴. 

Therefore, we can use the property of cross-correlation to predict surface-wave of every 

seismic trace. 

 
Figure 2 seismic interferometric raypath 

 

Hybrid method is a combination of the conventional method to improve the effectiveness of 

surface-wave reduction. It is desired by a workflow of conventional methods.  

 

Results and Discussion: The conventional methods are applied to both synthetic and field 

data in this section. The results of any the surface-wave filtering are used to compare the 

effectiveness of the method. First, we apply to synthetic data. Figure 3a shows the initial 

synthetic data when three hyperbola events show reflected events and two linear events show 

surface wave noise events. Figure 3b is f-k filtering result that show the residual of linear 

events that due to the spatial aliasing signals of the initial linear events. The f-k filtering does 

not create artifacts to hyperbola events in f-k synthetic result. Figure 3c and 3d are seismic 

interferometry and redial trace filtering results that are included by residual linear events. The 

amplitudes of residual linear events are lower than initial events in figure 3a and their shapes 

of the linear signals are changed in lower level than f-k filtering. When discuss about 

hyperbola events, seismic interferometry and radial trace filtering can make more artifacts to 

the hyperbolas than f-k filtering.  
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Figure 3 The example of synthetic data(a) and the conventional method results: f-k filtering(b), seismic 

interferometry(c), radial trace transform(d), and LRMF(e) 

 

 

Next, we apply the conventional method to the field data. Figure 4a is the field example data 

from land seismic exploration. Their surface-waves noise events can be separated into 2 

types; direct surface-wave events (dipping red linear events in figure 4a) and scattered 

surface-wave events (mildly dipping red linear events in figure 4a). Both surface-wave noise 

are stronger than hyperbola events of reflection. After applying of f-k filtering, the direct 

surface-waves noises are removed but the f-k result is improved by residual scattered surface-

wave noise. The f-k filtering results create some effects to the reflected events in very low 

level. Figure 4c and 4d are seismic interferometry and radial trace filtering results. They show 

both residual direct and scattered surface-wave noise but surface-wave noise amplitudes of 

them are reduced when compare with the initial events in figure 4a. Figure 4e shows the 

removal of linear events in LRMF results. Both direct and scattered surface-wave noise are 

removed when the traveltime is enough but LRMF has poorly effectiveness in the beginning 

time of field data. LRMF can create some artifacts to reflected events in higher level when 

compare with other conventional method.  
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Figure 4 The example of field data(a) , the conventional method results: f-k filtering(b), seismic 

interferometry(c), radial trace transform(d), and LRMF(e) and the hybrid method result(f)  

 
From the results comparison, the hybrid method is desired from the combination of the 

conventional method. It can apply in four steps. The f-k filtering is applied in first step to 

remove direct surface-wave noise. We apply it in the first because its effectiveness to reduce 

the direct events is more than other conventional methods and the effects to reflected events 

are lower than other. Next, seismic interferometry and radial trace filtering are applied to 

reduced scattered surface waves. Last, we apply LRMF to reduce residual surface-wave on 

specific region that correspond with residual surface-wave noise region. Figure 4f is the 

hybrid result that has more effectiveness than another conventional method to reduce surface-

wave noise and conserve the reflected signals. 

  

Surface-wave filtering 

methods 

Effectiveness 

Direct surface-

wave reduction 

Scattered surface-

wave reduction 

Spatial 

aliasing 

Reflection 

conservation 

f-k filtering High low low high 

Seismic interferometry Moderately moderately moderately moderately 
Radial trace filtering Moderately moderately high moderately 

Local radial trace 

median filtering 

High high low low 

Hybrid Method High high high moderately 
Table 1 The comparison between the effectiveness of the conventional methods to any case of seismic 

signals.  

 

Conclusion: In this research, the conventional surface-wave reduction methods (frequency-

wavenumber filtering, seismic interferometry, radial trace filtering, and local radial trace 

median filtering) are applied to reduce surface-wave noise in synthetic and field data. The 

comparison of them shows the effectiveness and presents some artifacts to reflected data of 

any conventional methods. Hybrid method is desired from the advantage of any conventional 

method. Its result show higher effectiveness when compare with any conventional methods.    
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